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YOUR
PRESIDENT’S
REPORT
Hello Comrades . . .
First of all, I would like to thank Jan
and last year’s executive for getting
Unit 68 through what has been one of
our most challenging years ever. We
have dealt with tough situations in the
past, but we had some experience to
help us resolve them. No one has faced
this kind of situation before so it has
been a steep learning curve. Thank
you, Jan.
Moving forward, I know that we are not
finished with Covid, but we will
continue as a strong Unit to support
the veterans and our members.
From your newly elected executive, I
would like to wish everyone a Happy
and Prosperous New Year.
Stay safe and healthy
Fraternally , , ,
Ken Griggs
President,
East Vancouver Unit #68

Powerful words from
Arundhati Roy
“What is this thing that has happened to
us? It’s a virus, yes. In and of itself it holds
no moral brief. But it is definitely more
than a virus . . . it has made the mighty
kneel and brought the world to a halt like
nothing else could. Our minds are still
racing back and forth, longing for a return
to ‘normality’, trying to stitch our future to
our past and refusing to acknowledge the
rupture. But the rupture exists. And in the
midst of this terrible despair, it offers us a
chance to rethink the doomsday machine
we have built for ourselves. Nothing could
be worse than a return to normality.
Historically, pandemic have forced humans
to break with the past and imagine their
world anew. This one is no different. It is a
portal, a gateway between one world and
the next. We can choose to walk through it,
dragging the carcasses of our prejudice
and hatred, our avarice, our data banks
and dead ideas, our dead rivers and smoky
skies behind us. Or we can walk through
lightly, with little luggage, ready to imagine
another world. And ready to fight for it.”
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JANUARY
NEWS
FROM YOUR
HONOURARY
PRESIDENT
Comrades:
As I turn 76 this month, I realize how we
accumulate "STUFF" We spend so much
time on the hunt; Black Friday, Boxing
Day, Christmas, Birthdays, Mothers and
Fathers Days and of course don't forget
your Anniversary.
Chasing the Canadian Dream we collect,
hoard and store numerous items to
the point of ridiculous.
We are bombarded with new things, the
latest big TV, latest gadgets and of course
that thing you just can't live without?
When we get too overloaded we even rent
a storage container to store those
collectables as you might call them. Of
course we want the best for our loved
ones, but for the last 5 years I have
become a minimalist. God forgive me, I
even tried to sell my Olympic Bobble Head
collection which I have stored since 2002. I
guess no one cares, as they are still in my
shed.
We live in a mobile home with 2 outside
sheds packed to the roof, and that's after
downsizing in 2016 when we moved from a
3-bedroom house in Richmond, taking
all Items I thought we could never part
with.
Not even my grandchildren are interested
in my over 400 record collection -- Frank
Sinatra WHO?
So there it goes as I head for the end of my
journey. I am off to the dump. I promised
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myself that the only temptation will be my
coin collection - damn here we go again!!
P.S That Bobble head collection is still for
sale!
Happy New Year Comrades!
Fraternally Yours
Bob Rietveld,
Past Colour Seargent,
Honorary President Unit #68
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THE DAY IS TODAY . . .
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Afterwards, the charm is broken...
afterwards, health passes...
Afterwards, the kids grow up...
Afterwards parents get old...
Afterwards, promises are forgotten...
afterwards, the day becomes the night...
afterwards life ends...
And then it's often too late....
So... Let's leave nothing for later...
Because still waiting see you later, we can
lose the best moments,
the best experiences,
best friends,
the best family...
The day is today... The moment is now...

I did not write this and I’m not sure who did
- but WOW does it speak to my heart!!!
Worth the read. Don’t wait to read it later!
Barely the day started and... it's already six
in the evening.
Barely arrived on Monday and it's already
Friday.
... and the month is already over.
... and the year is almost over.
... and already 40, 50 or 60 years of our
lives have passed.
... and we realize that we lost our parents,
friends. and we realize it's too late to go
back...
So... Let's try, despite everything, to enjoy
the remaining time...
Let's keep looking for activities that we
like...
Let's put some color in our grey...
Let's smile at the little things in life that put
balm in our hearts.
And despite everything, we must continue
to enjoy with serenity this time we have
left. Let's try to eliminate the afters...
I'm doing it after...
I'll say after...
I'll think about it after...
We leave everything for later like ′′ after ′′
is ours.
Because what we don't understand is that:
Afterwards, the coffee gets cold...
afterwards, priorities change...

We are no longer at the age where we can
afford to postpone what needs to be done
right away.
So let's see if you have time to read this
message and then share it.
Or maybe you'll leave it for... ′′ later "...
Source: Dawn Koenig on Facebook
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Clark Gable gives his New
Years Resolutions in 1933:
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about it before—but it might be to the late
Milton Sills or Charlie Bickford or George
Bancroft or—“
“I resolve never to cease being grateful to
the people all over the world who have
liked me and manifested that liking.

“I resolve never to be blind to the fine and
precious things that are mine right now.
“I resolve to keep my eyes open, and my
heart, to the things that are with me here
and now, today.
“I resolve to pass this particular resolution
on to all who will listen to me: Look in your
own front yard for beauty and for
happiness.
“I resolve to let Tomorrow take care of
itself. It always has.
“I resolve never to forget that Yesterday I
once told you about—when I was
unwanted, when doors were closed in my
face, when I was hungry and friendless and
alone. I resolve never to forget that the
man I was then is also the man I am now.
“I resolve never to let the little, petty things
annoy me; never to destroy the whole
because of the pin-pricks.
“I resolve to continue to be grateful for the
break I have had, never to allow myself to
forget that it was a break and might have
happened to any one of thousands of
fellows and just happened to happen to
me. I am no Valentino, despite the
ridiculous comparison that was attempted
when I first started on the screen. If I can
be compared to any type at all it would be
much more to—let’s see, I haven’t thought

“I resolve never to whimper, whine or kick
when I begin to take the long toboggan
into oblivion. It has, perhaps, begun for
me. I know that I am not what I was, or
perhaps I should say where I was a year
ago. That’s all right. I don’t expect to be.
There are those who say that I should
never have played the minister role in
‘Polly of the Circus,’ or the white-haired
conversational man in ‘Strange Interlude’—
but who knows? It’s all experience. Some
of it good, some of it not so good, perhaps.
Here and now I am concerned only with my
resolution—which is to continue to be
grateful for what I have had and still have
and never to show the white feather about
what is to be.”
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ANAVETS AFFAIRS
AFFORDABLE RENTAL
HOUSING FOR SENIORS

ANAVET HOUSING
Vancouver East
951 East 8th Avenue
Richmond - 11820 No. 1 Road
North Van. – 245 East 3rd St.
Call 874-8105 or email
bcanavets@telus.net for more information
New Chelsea Society
#205 4300 North Fraser Way.
Burnaby B.C. V5J 0B3.
Patrick Buchannon, Executive Director
Telephone: 604-395-4370
Fax: 604-395-4376
E-mail: admin@newchelsea.ca
VETERANS AFFAIRS CANADA
MEDALS & SERVICE RECORDS
P.O. Box 7700 Charletown, P.E.I. C1A 8M9
VETERANS AFFAIRS ENQUIRIES
Suite 1000 – 605 Robson Street,
Vancouver, B.C. Toll-Free Telephone:
1-866-522-2122
HEALTH & WELFARE CANADA
PENSION PLAN
Inquiries: 1 – 800 – 277-9914
DID YOU KNOW… that you may be eligible
for Death Benefits of up to $ 2,500.00?

ANAF UNIT #68
MEMBERSHIP . .
The year 2021 is here – Yahoo!! Please
plan to renew your memberships for 2021
as soon as possible!
SPECIAL OFFER: Our membership is still
available at $35.00 for the year or $60.00
for a couple!!
Please see any one of our Executive to
obtain your yearly membership
If you wish to mail in your membership fee,
the following is the address for all of our
Unit #68 correspondence:
A.N.A.F. Unit #68 Membership
c/o Jan Holt
122-6362 Fraser Street
Vancouver, BC V5W 0A1
PLEASE REMEMBER . . . We need ‘YOU’,
and your continued support as loyal and
dedicated Members. An active membership
makes for an active club

HAPPY BIRTHDAY to our

LAST POST FUND INC.
British Columbia Branch #520
#203-7337 – 137th St. Surrey, BC V3W 1A4
For information regarding financial assistance
please contact 572-3242 or 1 – 800 – 268-0248.

“A truly perfect marriage would
be one between a blind woman
and a deaf man."
--- George Burns

Unit #68 JANUARY Celebrants!
Gilles Lescure

Bob Rietveld

Wishing you both a Very
Happy Birthday!!!!\
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EDITOR’S NOYE: This
column was written for our
2007 BUZZ and sadly now
both Evan and our Ronnie
have passed into that huge
unit in the sky! It was a true
story of enduring friendship though and
we thought very apropos for this New Year
2021 as we thankfully exit one of the worst
years we have endured for a very long
time! I have added excerpts (in italics) from
a column Ronnie wrote about Evan for a
2001 Buzz!
EVAN KEMP was an entertainer who
guaranteed a full house wherever he and
his band were booked. Evan had his
followers and whether it was an A.N.A.F.
Unit or a Legion Branch, they would be
there!
On March 17th, we lost one of Canada’s
favorite entertainers and I personally lost a
dear friend, Evan Kemp passed away in his
Burnaby home from a heart attack. Evan
was 78.
It’s possible that our younger members
may not know who Evan Kemp was but I
do know that members in my age group
will certainly remember Evan as a ‘club’
entertainer, along with ‘Hank the Hobo’,
‘Taller O’Shea’, ‘Ed Swift’, and all those
other wonderful people who used to
entertain us on our ‘Show Nights’ in the
Legions and Army, Navy and Air Force
clubs throughout British Columbia.
Now I’m going to attempt to give you a
quick history of Evan Kemp . . . Evan was
born in Vancouver but grew up in
Saskatchewan where he grew up listening
to country and western music. When he
was around 11 years old the Kemp family
moved back to Vancouver.
Evan taught himself the art of yodeling. He
was discovered, singing and yodeling in
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Love’s Café on Granville Street by Bill Rae.
Bill put him ‘live’ on the radio. (‘Live’
musicians were very rare on radio at that
time). Evan was an immediate hit and went
on to perform on Vancouver radio stations,
CJOR, CKMO, and CKNW. Besides all this,
Evan hosted two national radio shows, The
National Barn Dance and The Circle Seven
Ranch Show. In the 60’s he hit the Top 50
in the United States with his biggest hit,
‘Sweet Molly Malone’. Also during those
years he was on The Grand Old Opry in
Nashville along with Eddy Arnold, and he
also made countless appearances on the
Don Ho Show in Hawaii.
I got to know Evan from his many
appearances not only in Unit #26 but all the
other veteran clubs around the Lower
Mainland. It was during those years he
began calling my wife ‘Little Brown Eyes’
and whenever we showed up where he was
playing he would immediately play my
wife’s favorite song, “My Home By The
Fraser” and dedicate it to ‘Little Brown
Eyes’, a name that stayed with her for
many, many years.
A similar situation also happened to
someone else we all know. Years ago,
Ruby Hargas (meat draw Ruby) walked into
an Army, Navy and Air Force club in
Richmond one evening, and when Evan
spotted her he played the song, ‘Ravishing
Ruby’,, and forever after that she became
known as ‘Ravishing Ruby’ a name that
she is still called.
One Evan Kemp story I must tell you about
concerns when my ‘Little Brown Eyes’
Hester, passed away. I contacted Evan and
asked if he could possibly come to her
service and sing her favorite song. Evan
felt real bad but was already booked for a
show in Mount Vernon in Washington State
on the same date. So I taped a recording I
had of Evan Kemp singing ‘My Home By
The Fraser’ and planned to play it during
the service.
During the service at St. Mary’s Church,
just at the time I meant to play the tape, in
walked Evan Kemp through the back door
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with his guitar. After saying some nice
things about my wife he sang ‘My Home By
The Fraser’ and said, “That was for ‘Little
Brown Eyes’” That was one of those
moments that I shall never forget. I found
out later that Evan had given up a very
lucrative engagement in Washington State
to do this for myself and my family. Thank
you Evan!
After suffering a stroke a few years ago
Evan was forced to slow down his
engagements, but he still visited and sang
to our seniors and veterans from time to
time, and also appeared on stage at the
Orpheum Theatre along with Dal Richards
and other well-known entertainers every
November 11th.
Evan Kemp was a member of the
Entertainment Hall of Fame and was
honoured with a star on the Walk of Fame
on Granville Street (near the Orpheum
Theatre).
Evan, you deserve a standing ovation from
all the ANAF Units and the Legion
Branches you ever played at!! I’m very
proud to be your friend!

Forever in our Memories

HUMOUR IS THE BEST
MEDICINE . . . .
A 6 year old and a 4 year old are raking the
yard.
The 6 year old asks, "You know what? I
think it's about time we started learning to
cuss."
The 4 year old nods his head in approval.
The 6 year old continues, "When we go in
for breakfast, I'm gonna say something
with hell and you say something with ass."
The 4 year old agrees with enthusiasm.
When the mother walks into the kitchen
and asks the 6 year old what he wants for
breakfast, he replies, "Aw, hell, Mom, I
guess I'll have some Cheerios.
WHACK!
He flies out of his chair, tumbles across
the kitchen floor, gets up, and runs
upstairs crying his eyes out, with his
mother in hot pursuit, slapping his rear
with every step. His mom locks him in his
room and shouts, "You can stay there until
I let you out!"
She then comes back downstairs, looks at
the 4 year old and asks with a stern voice,
"And what do YOU want for breakfast,
young man?"
"I don't know," he blubbers, "but you can
bet your fat ass it won't be Cheerios!"

A GREAT QUOTE . . .
“The

little place I grew up in Texas the
population never changed.
Every time a gal had a baby a guy
left town.”
--- Willy Nelson now 87
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NOTE: This is just a beautifully

written piece and so true. I have used this
item before in a previous Buzz issue but
feel it can use a reread! So please take a
couple of minutes to read it again. You'll
be glad you did.

A WINTER FRIEND
This article is so befitting for all of us...
take time to ponder... the last statement
cannot be refuted:AND THEN IT IS WINTER . . .
You know time has a way of moving
quickly and catching you unaware of the
passing years. It seems like yesterday that
I was young, just married, and embarking
on my new life with my mate. Yet in a way,
it seems like eons ago, and I wonder where
all those years went.
I know that I lived them all. I have glimpses
of how it was back then and of all my
hopes and dreams. But, here it is... the
winter of my life, and it catches me by
surprise... How did I get here so fast?
Where did the years go and where did my
youth go? I remember well seeing older
people through the years and thinking that
those "older people" were years away from
me and that winter was so far off that I
could not fathom it or imagine fully what it
would be like.
But, here it is . . . my friends are retired and
getting grey . . . they move slower and I see
an older person in myself now. Some are in
better and some worse shape than me...
but, I see the great change . . . Not like the
ones that I remember who were young and
vibrant . . . but, like me, their age is
beginning to show and we are now those
older folks that we used to see and never
thought we'd be.
Each day now, I find that just getting a
shower is a real target for the day! And
taking a nap is not a treat anymore . . . it's
mandatory! Cause if I don't on my own free
will . . . I just fall asleep where I sit!

And so . . . now I enter this new season of
my life unprepared for all the aches and
pains and the loss of strength and ability
to go and do things that I wish I had done
but never did!! But, at least I know, that
though the winter has come, and I'm not
sure how long it will last . . . this I know,
that when it's over on this earth . . . it's
over. A new adventure will begin!
Yes, I have regrets. There are things I wish
I hadn't done . . . things I should have
done, but indeed, there are also many
things I'm happy to have done. It's all in a
lifetime.
So, if you're not in your winter yet . . . let
me remind you, that it will be here faster
than you think. So, whatever you would
like to accomplish in your life, please do it
quickly! Don't put things off too long!! Life
goes by quickly. So, do what you can
TODAY, as you can never be sure whether
this is your winter or not!
You have no promise that you will see all
the seasons of your life . . . so, LIVE FOR
TODAY and say all the things that you
want your loved ones to remember . . and
hope that they appreciate and love you for
all the things that you have done for them
in all the years past!!
"Life" is a GIFT to you. The way you live
your life is your gift to those who come
after. Make it a fantastic one.
Remember: "It is Health that is real Wealth
and not pieces of gold and silver."
~Your kids are becoming you . . . but your
grandchildren are perfect!
~Going out is good . . coming home is
even better!
~You forget names . . . but it's OK, because
other people forgot they even knew you!!!
~You realize you're never going to be really
good at anything . . . especially golf.
~The things you used to care to do, you no
longer care to do, but you really do care
that you don't care to do them anymore.
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~You sleep better on a lounge chair with
the TV blaring than in bed. It's called "presleep."
~You miss the days when everything
worked with just an "ON" and "OFF"
switch..
~You tend to use more 4 letter words . ..
"what?". . . "when?". . . ???
~Now that you can afford expensive
jewelry, it's not safe to wear it anywhere.
~You notice everything they sell in stores
is "sleeveless?!"
~What used to be freckles are now liver
spots.
~Everybody whispers.
~You have 3 sizes of clothes in your closet
. . . . 2 of which you will never wear.
~But "Old" is good in some things:
Old Songs, Old movies . . . and best of all,
our dear . . . OLD FRIENDS!!
Stay well, "OLD FRIEND!"

THE BUZZ
We were all at a deer camp . .
We were all at a deer camp. No one wanted
to room with Bob, because he snored so
badly. We decided it wasn't fair to make
one of them stay with him the whole time,
so we voted to take turns.
The first guy slept with Bob and comes to
breakfast the next morning with his hair a
mess and his eyes all bloodshot.
We said, "Man, what happened to you?” He
said, "Bob snored so loudly, I just sat up
and watched him all night."
The next night it was a different guy's turn.
In the morning, same thing, hair all
standing up, eyes all bloodshot.
We said, "Man, what happened to you?
You look awful!” He said, 'Man, that Bob
shakes the roof with his snoring. I watched
him all night."
The third night was Fred's turn. Fred was a
tanned, older cowboy, a man's man. The
next morning he came to breakfast brighteyed and bushy-tailed. "Good morning!"
he said. We couldn't believe it. We said,
"Man, what happened?"
He said, "Well, we got ready for bed. I went
and tucked Bob into bed, patted him on the
butt, and kissed him good night.. Bob sat
up and watched me all night."
With age comes wisdom!
…. Gendron

Jeff
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If THIS doesn't say it all ...
- Lawrence T. DeFreece II
Sad...If THIS doesn't say it
all, and make each and
every one of you THINK, I
am ashamed to call you
friend. -- Courtesy of Craig
Dew.
I TALKED TO A MAN TODAY . . .
I talked with a man today, an 80+ year old
man. I asked him if there was anything I
can get him while this Corona virus scare
was gripping America.
He simply smiled, looked away and said:
"Let me tell you what I need! [pause] I need
to believe, at some point, this country my
generation fought for [pause] I need to
believe this nation we handed safely to our
children and their children [pause] . . .
I need to know this generation will quit
being a bunch of sissies . . . that they
respect what they've been given . . . that
they've earned what others sacrificed for."
I wasn't sure where the conversation was
going or if it was going anywhere at all. So,
I sat there, quietly observing.
"You know, I was a little boy during WWII.
Those were scary days. We didn't know if
we were going to be speaking English,
German or Japanese at the end of the war.
There was no certainty, no guarantees like
Americans enjoy today.
And no home went without sacrifice or
loss. Every house, up and down every
street, had someone in harm's way. Maybe
their Daddy was a soldier, maybe their son
was a sailor, maybe it was an uncle.
Sometimes it was the whole damn family . .
. fathers, sons, uncles . . .
Having someone, you love, sent off to war .
. . it wasn't less frightening than it is today.
It was scary as Hell. If anything, it was
more
frightening.
We
didn't
have

battlefront news. We didn't have email or
cellphones. You sent them away and you
hoped...you prayed. You may not hear from
them for months, if ever. Sometimes a
mother was getting her son's letters the
same day Dad was comforting her over
their child's death.
And we sacrificed. You couldn't buy
things. Everything was rationed. You were
only allowed so much milk per month, only
so much bread, toilet paper. EVERYTHING
was restricted for the war effort. And what
you weren't using, what you didn't need,
things you threw away, they were saved
and sorted for the war effort. My
generation was the original recycling
movement in America.
And we had viruses back then...serious
viruses. Things like polio, measles, and
such. It was nothing to walk to school and
pass a house or two that was quarantined.
We didn't shut down our schools. We
didn't shut down our cities. We carried on,
without masks, without hand sanitizer. And
do you know what? We persevered. We
overcame. We didn't attack our President,
we came together. We rallied around the
flag for the war. Thick or thin, we were in it
to win. And we would lose more boys in an
hour of combat than we lose in entire wars
today."
He slowly looked away again. Maybe I saw
a small tear in the corner of his eye. Then
he continued:
"Today's kids don't know sacrifice. They
think sacrifice is not having coverage on
their phone while they freely drive across
the country. Today's kids are selfish and
spoiled. In my generation, we looked out
for our elders. We helped out with single
moms whose husbands were either at war
or dead from war. Today's kids rush [to]
the store, buying everything they can . . .
no concern for anyone but themselves. It's
shameful the way Americans behave these
days. None of them deserve the sacrifices
their granddads made.
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So, no I don't need anything. I appreciate
your offer but, I know I've been through
worse things than this virus. But maybe I
should be asking you, what can I do to
help you? Do you have enough pop to get
through this, enough steak? Will you be
able to survive with 113 channels on your
TV?"
I smiled, fighting back a tear of my own . . .
now humbled by a man in his 80's. All I
could do was thank him for the history
lesson, leave my number for emergency
and leave with my ego firmly tucked in my
rear.
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An elderly woman had two large
pots . . . . .
each hung on the ends of a pole which she
carried across her neck. One of the pots
had a crack in it while the other pot was
perfect and always delivered a full portion
of water. At the end of the long walks from
the stream to the house, the cracked pot
arrived only half full.

I talked to a man today. A real man. An
American man from an era long gone and
forgotten.

For a full two years this went on daily, with
woman bringing home only one and a half
pots of water. Of course the perfect pot
was proud of its accomplishments, But the
poor cracked pot was ashamed of its own
imperfection, and miserable that it could
do only half of what it had been made to
do.

We will never understand the
sacrifices. We will never fully earn
their sacrifices. But we should work
harder to learn about them . . . learn
from them . . . . . to respect them.

After two years of what it perceived to be
bitter failure, it spoke to the woman one
day by the stream. “I am ashamed of
myself, because the crack in my side
causes water to leak out all the way back
to your house.”
The old woman smiled, “Did you notice
that there are flowers on your side of the
path, but not on the other pot’s side?
That’s because I have always known about
your flaw, so I planted flower seeds on
your side of the path, and every day while
we walk back, you water them. For two
years I have been able to pick those
beautiful flowers to decorate the table.
Without you being just the way you are,
there would not be this beauty to grace the
house.”
Each of us has our own unique flaw. But
it’s the cracks and flaws we each have that
make our lives together so very interesting
and awarding. You’ve just got to take each
person for what they are and look for the
good in them.
So, to all my cracked pot friends, have a
great day and remember to smell the
flowers on your side of the path! God
Bless You All!!!
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A FEW HANDY
HOUSEHOLD
HINTS FOR YOU
Raise Your Carpet
Nap . . . .
To raise the nap of carpeting after heavy
furniture has matted it down, place one or
two ice cubes on the area overnight. In the
morning the carpet should be back up.

Postage Stamps . . .

THE BUZZ
Pretty Butter . . .
For attractive individual butter servings,
squeeze butter through a pastry bag or
plastic bag onto a cookie sheet, set in
refrigerator to harden.

Doing Fancy . . .
To fancy up the top of a cake, cookies or
pie, try placing a wide-patterned doily on
top, then sprinkle powdered sugar over it
and remove.

Paring Help . . .

When postage stamps have stuck together,
try placing them into the freezer for about
10 minutes – they should come apart
without damaging the glue.

To peel thin skin fruits and vegetables
easily, place in a bowl and cover with
boiling water, let stand for one minute then
peel with sharp paring knife.

Dingy White Socks . . .

Easy Dressing . . .

If your white socks are getting dingy, place
them into a pot of water, add 2 pieces of
lemon or a teaspoon of lemon juice and
soak for about 10 minutes. Then wash as
you normally would.

For an easy dressing for fruit salad, try a
grated orange rind and orange juice added
to sour cream.

Cottage Cheese . . .
Cottage cheese can be used in place of
sour cream when making dips. Just place
it in the blender until it is creamed.

Cream Cheese . . .
Cream cheese can be coloured with liquid
food colouring as a filler for dainty rolled
sandwiches. Try a different colour for each
layer and slice as you would a jelly roll.

Sticky Raisins . . .
Raisins won’t stick to the food chopper if
they are soaked in cold water for a short
period of time.

A Dose of Cream . . .
Cream won’t curdle when you pour over
fruits if you add a pinch of baking soda
with the cream before serving.

Ripening Fruit . . .
To ripen fruit, place it in a brown bag in a
dark place for a few days.

Freeze Your Cherries . . .
Freeze red and green maraschino cherries
in ice cubes. You can also do this with
cocktail onions, mint leaves or green
olives for martinis.

More Juice Please . . .
If citrus fruits are warmed in the microwave
or warm oven for a few minutes, they will
yield more juice.
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PONDER THIS FOR THE NEW
YEAR 2021 . . . .
LAKOTA CODE OF ETHICS . . . .
1. Rise with the sun to pray. Pray alone.
Pray often. The Great Spirit will listen, if
you only speak.
2. Be tolerant of those who are lost on their
path. Ignorance, conceit, anger, jealousy and greed stem from a lost soul. Pray that
they will find guidance.
3. Search for yourself, by yourself. Do not
allow others to make your path for you. It
is your road, and yours alone. Others may
walk it with you, but no one can walk it for
you.
4. Treat the guests in your home with much
consideration. Serve them the best food,
give them the best bed and treat them with
respect and honor.
5. Do not take what is not yours whether
from a person, a community, the
wilderness or from a culture. It was not
earned nor given. It is not yours.
6. Respect all things that are placed upon
this earth - whether it be people or plant.
7. Honor other people's thoughts, wishes
and words. Never interrupt another or
mock or rudely mimic them. Allow each
person the right to personal expression.
8. Never speak of others in a bad way. The
negative energy that you put out into the
universe will multiply when it returns to
you.
9. All persons make mistakes. And all
mistakes can be forgiven.
10. Bad thoughts cause illness of the mind,
body and spirit. Practice optimism.
11. Nature is not FOR us, it is a PART of
us. They are part of your worldly family.
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12. Children are the seeds of our future.
Plant love in their hearts and water them
with wisdom and life's lessons. When they
are grown, give them space to grow.
13. Avoid hurting the hearts of others. The
poison of your pain will return to you.
14. Be truthful at all times. Honesty is the
test of ones will within this universe.
15. Keep yourself balanced. Your Mental
self, Spiritual self, Emotional self, and
Physical self - all need to be strong, pure
and healthy. Work out the body to
strengthen the mind. Grow rich in spirit to
cure emotional ails.
16. Make conscious decisions as to who
you will be and how you will react. Be
responsible for your own actions.
17. Respect the privacy and personal
space of others. Do not touch the personal
property of others - especially sacred and
religious objects. This is forbidden.
18. Be true to yourself first. You cannot
nurture and help others if you cannot
nurture and help yourself first.
19. Respect others religious beliefs. Do not
force your belief on others.
20. Share your good fortune with others.
Source: Bob

Toabe
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FROM OUR UNIT
#68 BUZZ RECIPE
CORNER:

about 3 minutes. Stir in parsley; remove
from the heat.

EASY SALMON CAKES
If you are trying to boost your intake of
omega-3s, try this simple favorite. It is a
great way to use convenient canned (or
leftover) salmon. Add tangy dill sauce to
provide a tart balance.

Place salmon in a medium bowl. Flake
apart with a fork; remove any bones and
skin. Add egg and mustard; mix well. Add
the onion mixture, breadcrumbs and
pepper; mix well. Shape the mixture into 8
patties, about 2 1/2 inches wide.
Heat remaining 1 1/2 teaspoons oil in the
pan over medium heat. Add 4 patties and
cook until the undersides are golden, 2 to 3
minutes. Using a wide spatula, turn them
over onto the prepared baking sheet.
Repeat with the remaining patties.
Bake the salmon cakes until golden on top
and heated through, 15 to 20 minutes.
Serve salmon cakes with creamy dill sauce
and lemon wedges.

.

INGREDIENTS
• 3 teaspoons extra-virgin olive oil,
divided
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

1 small onion, finely chopped
1 stalk celery, finely diced
2 tablespoons chopped fresh
parsley
15 ounces canned salmon, drained,
or 1 1/2 cups cooked salmon
1 large egg, lightly beaten
1 ½ teaspoons Dijon mustard
1 3/4 cups fresh whole-wheat
breadcrumbs
½ teaspoon freshly ground pepper
1 lemon, cut into wedges
Creamy Dill Sauce (if available)

DIRECTIONS
Preheat oven to 450 degrees F. Coat a
baking sheet with cooking spray.
Heat 1 1/2 teaspoons oil in a large nonstick
skillet over medium-high heat. Add onion
and celery; cook, stirring, until softened,

ENJOY!! ENOY!!

AND A YUMMY BREAKFAST
IDEA . . .
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YEEEEEHAW!!
A woman from New
York was driving
through a remote
part
of
Arizona
when her car broke
down. An American
Indian on horseback
came along and
offered her a ride
into a nearby town.
She climbed up behind him on the horse
and they rode off. The ride was uneventful
except every few minutes the Indian would
let out a YeeeeHaw so loud that it echoed
from the surrounding hills and canyon
walls.
When they arrived in town he let her off at
a local service station, yelled one final
YeeeeHaw and rode off.
“What did you do to get that Indian so
excited?” asked the service station
attendant.
“Nothing,” the woman answered, “I merely
sat behind him on the horse, put my arms
around his waist, and held on to the saddle
horn so I wouldn’t fall off.”
“Lady,” the attendant said, “Indians don’t
use saddles!”
.

THE BUZZ
A TOUCH OF GOOD
SENIOR HUMOUR . . . .

OLD

One Sunday morning, everyone in one
bright, beautiful, tiny town got up early and
went to the local church. Before the
services started, the townspeople were
sitting in their pews and talking about their
lives, their families, etc.
Suddenly, Satan appeared at the front of
the church.
Everyone started screaming and running
for the front entrance, trampling each other
in a frantic effort to get away from evil
incarnate.
Soon everyone was evacuated from the
church, except for one elderly gentleman
who sat calmly in his pew, not moving...
seemingly oblivious to the fact that God's
ultimate enemy was in his presence. Now
this confused Satan a bit, so he walked up
to the man and said, "Don't you know who
I am?"
The man replied, "Yep, sure do."
Satan asked, "Aren't you afraid of me?"
"Nope, sure ain't," said the man.
Satan was a little perturbed at this and
queried, "Why aren't you afraid of me?"
The man calmly replied, "Been married to
your sister for over 48 years."
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THE BLACK TELEPHONE
Those of us old
enough to remember
when the phone was
wired to the wall,
usually in the kitchen,
can relate to this
story. I loved this
read.
When I was a young
boy, my father had
one of the first telephones in our
neighborhood. I remember the polished,
old case fastened to the wall. The shiny
receiver hung on the side of the box. I was
too little to reach the telephone, but used
to listen with fascination when my mother
talked to it.
Then I discovered that somewhere inside
the wonderful device lived an amazing
person. Her name was "Information
Please" and there was nothing she did not
know. Information Please could supply
anyone's number and the correct time.
My personal experience with the genie-ina-bottle came one day while my mother
was visiting a neighbor. Amusing myself at
the tool bench in the basement, I whacked
my finger with a hammer, the pain was
terrible, but there seemed no point in
crying because there was no one home to
give sympathy. I walked around the house
sucking my throbbing finger, finally
arriving at the stairway.
The telephone! Quickly, I ran for the
footstool in the parlor and dragged it to the
landing. Climbing up, I unhooked the
receiver in the parlor and held it to my ear.
"Information, please," I said into the
mouthpiece just above my head.
A click or two and a small clear voice
spoke into my ear. "Information."
"I hurt my finger..." I wailed into the phone,
the tears came readily enough now that I
had an audience..

"Isn't your mother home?" came the
question
"Nobody's home but me," I blubbered.
"Are you bleeding?" the voice asked
"No, "I replied. "I hit my finger with the
hammer and it hurts."
"Can you open the icebox?" she asked.
I said I could.
"Then chip off a little bit of ice and hold it
to your finger," said the voice.
After that, I called "Information Please" for
everything. I asked her for help with my
geography, and she told me where
Philadelphia was. She helped me with my
math.
She told me my pet chipmunk that I had
caught in the park just the day before,
would eat fruit and nuts.
Then, there was the time Petey, our pet
canary, died. I called, "Information Please,"
and told her the sad story. She listened,
and then said things grown-ups say to
soothe a child. But I was not consoled. I
asked her, "Why is it that birds should sing
so beautifully and bring joy to all families,
only to end up as a heap of feathers on the
bottom of a cage?"
She must have sensed my deep concern,
for she said quietly, "Wayne, always
remember that there are other worlds to
sing in." Somehow I felt better.
Another day I was on the telephone,
"Information Please."
"Information," said in the now familiar
voice.
"How do I spell fix?" I asked
All this took place in a small town in the
Pacific Northwest . When I was nine years
old, we moved across the country to
Boston . I missed my friend very much.
"Information Please" belonged in that old
wooden box back home and I somehow
never thought of trying the shiny new
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phone that sat on the table in the hall. As I
grew into my teens, the memories of those
childhood conversations never really left
me. Often, in moments of doubt and
perplexity I would recall the serene sense
of security I had then. I appreciated now
how patient, understanding, and kind she
was to have spent her time on a little boy.

last few years because she was sick. She
died five weeks ago."

A few years later, on my way west to
college, my plane put down in Seattle . I
had about a half-hour or so between
planes. I spent 15 minutes or so on the
phone with my sister, who lived there now.
Then without thinking what I was doing, I
dialed my hometown operator and said,
"Information Please."

Well, Sally left a message for you. She
wrote it down in case you called. Let me
read it to you. The note said, "Tell him
there are other worlds to sing in. He'll
know what I mean."

Miraculously, I heard the small, clear voice
I knew so well. "Information."

Whose life have you touched today?

I hadn't planned this, but I heard myself
saying, "Could you please tell me how to
spell fix?"
There was a long pause. Then came the
soft spoken answer, "I guess your finger
must have healed by now."
I laughed, "So it's really you," I said. "I
wonder if you have any idea how much you
meant to me during that time?"
"I wonder," she said, "if you know how
much your calls meant to me. I never had
any children and I used to look forward to
your calls."
I told her how often I had thought of her
over the years and I asked if I could call
her again when I came back to visit my
sister.
"Please do," she said. "Just ask for Sally."
Three months later I was back in Seattle .
A different voice answered, "Information."
I asked for Sally.
"Are you a friend?" she said.
"Yes, a very old friend," I answered.
"I'm sorry to have to tell you this," She
said. "Sally had been working part time the

Before I could hang up, she said, "Wait a
minute, did you say your name was
Wayne?" "
"Yes." I answered.

I thanked her and hung up. I knew what
Sally meant. Never underestimate the
impression you may make on others.
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WE ALL NEED A TREE . . .
I hired a plumber to help me restore an old
farmhouse, and after he had just finished a
rough first day on the job: a flat tire made
him lose an hour of work, his electric drill
quit and his ancient one ton truck refused
to start.
While I drove him home, he sat in stony
silence. On arriving, he invited me in to
meet his family. As we walked toward the
front door, he paused briefly at a small
tree, touching the tips of the branches with
both hands.
When opening the door he underwent an
amazing transformation. His face was
wreathed in smiles and he hugged his two
small children and gave his wife a kiss.
Afterward he walked me to the car. We
passed the tree and my curiosity got the
better of me. I asked him about what I had
seen him do earlier.
'Oh, that's my trouble tree,' he replied 'I
know I can't help having troubles on the
job, but one thing's for sure, those
troubles don't belong in the house with my
wife and the children. So I just hang them
up on the tree every night when I come
home and ask God to take care of them.
Then in the morning I pick them up again.'
'Funny thing is,' he smiled,' when I come
out in the morning to pick 'em up, there
aren't nearly as many as I remember
hanging up the night before.
THIS ONE IS WORTH SENDING ON.
Life may not be the party we hoped for, but
while we are here we might as well dance.
We all need a Tree!
Source: Kristin Nicole Ost on Facebook

“Women need a reason to have sex. Men
just need a place.”
--- Billy Crystal (1947 - )

THE BUZZ
MY AWESOME
SCIENCE –

PAGE

OF

A professor gave a balloon to every
student, who had to inflate it, write their
name on it and throw it in the hallway. The
professors then mixed all the balloons. The
students were given 5 minutes to find their
own balloon. Despite a hectic search, no
one found their balloon.
At that point the professors told the
students to take the first balloon that they
found and hand it to the person whose
name was written on it.
Within 5 minutes everyone had their own
balloon. The professor said to the
students: “These balloons are like
happiness. We will never find it if everyone
is looking for their own. But if we care
about other people's happiness....we'll find
ours too."
Happy New Year 2021!
Be there for
others during this rough time, and you will
be surprised by the positive outcome
Unknown author
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NO NURSING HOME FOR ME!!!
No nursing home for me.... I’ll be checking
into a Holiday Inn!
With the average cost for a nursing home
care costing $188.00 per day, there is a
better way when we get old and too feeble.
I've already checked on reservations at the
Holiday Inn. For a combined long term stay
discount and senior discount, it's $59.23
per night. Breakfast is included, and some
have happy hours in the afternoon. That
leaves $128.77 a day for lunch and dinner
in any restaurant we want, or room service,
laundry, gratuities and special TV movies.
Plus, they provide a spa, swimming pool, a
workout room, a lounge and washer-dryer,
etc. Most have free toothpaste and razors,
and all have free shampoo and soap. $5worth of tips a day and you'll have the
entire staff scrambling to help you. They
treat you like a customer, not a patient.
There's a city bus stop out front, and
seniors ride free. The handicap bus will
also pick you up (if you fake a decent
limp).
To meet other nice people, call a church
bus on Sundays.
For a change of scenery, take the airport
shuttle bus and eat at one of the nice
restaurants there. While you're at the
airport, fly somewhere. Otherwise, the
cash keeps building up.
It takes months to get into decent nursing
homes. Holiday Inn will take your
reservation today .
And you're not stuck in one place forever -you can move from Inn to Inn, or even from
city to city.
Want to see Hawaii ? They have Holiday
Inn there too.
TV broken? Light bulbs need changing?
Need a mattress replaced? No problem..
They fix everything, and apologize for the
inconvenience.
The Inn has a night security person and
daily room service. The maid checks to see
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if you are ok. If not, they'll call an
ambulance . . . Or the undertaker.
If you fall and break a hip, Medicare will
pay for the hip, and Holiday Inn will
upgrade you to a suite for the rest of your
life.
And no worries about visits from family.
They will always be glad to find you, and
probably check in for a few days minivacation. The grand-kids can use the pool.
What more could I ask for?
So, when I reach that golden age, I'll face it
with a grin.
Source: Mark Strayer on FaceBook
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I pray we don’t need this but
just in case . . .
This was shared on a Covid survivor
group...have heard many of these before
but it seems helpful:

HOW TO FIGHT COVID AT HOME
No one ever talks about how to fight Covid
at home. I came down with Covid in
November. I went to the hospital, running a
fever of 103, a rapid heart beat, and other
common symptoms that come with Covid.
While I was there they treated me for the
high fever, dehydration and pneumonia.
The doctor sent me home to fight Covid
with two prescriptions - Azithromycin
250mg & Dexamethason 6mg. When the
nurse came in to discharge me, I asked
her, "What can I do to help fight this at
home?" She said, “Sleep on your stomach
at all times with Covid. If you can’t sleep
on your stomach because of heath issues
sleep on your side. Do not lay on your
back no matter what because it smashes
your lungs and that will allow fluid to set
in.
Set your clock every two hours while
sleeping on your stomach, then get out of
bed and walk for 15-30 min, no matter how
tired or weak that you are. Also move your
arms around frequently, it helps to open
your lungs. Breathe in thru your nose, and
out thru your mouth. This will help build up
your lungs, plus help get rid of the
Pneumonia or other fluid you may have.
When sitting in a recliner, sit up straight do not lay back in the recliner, again this
will smash your lungs. While watching TV get up and walk during every commercial.
Eat at least 1 - 2 eggs a day, plus bananas,
avocado and asparagus. These are good
for Potassium. Drink Pedialyte, Gatorade
Zero, Powerade Zero & Water with
Electrolytes to prevent you from becoming
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dehydrated. Do not drink anything cold have it at room temperature or warm it up.
Water with lemon, and little honey,
peppermint tea, apple cider are good
suggestions for getting in fluids. No milk
products, or pork. Vitamin’s D3, C, B, Zinc,
Probiotic One-Day are good ideas. Tylenol
for fever. Mucinex, or Mucinex DM for
drainage, plus helps the cough. Pepcid
helps for cramps in your legs. One baby
aspirin everyday can help prevent getting a
blood clot, which can occur from low
activity. "
Drink
a
smoothie
of
blueberries,
strawberries, bananas, honey, tea and a
spoon or two of peanut butter.
We always hear of how Covid takes lives,
but there isn't a lot of information out there
regarding how to fight Covid. I hope this
helps you or someone you know, just as it
has helped me.
-- Nancy Riley Basnett

LAUGHTER IS HEALTHY . . . .
A man was wandering around a fairground
and he happened to see a fortune-tellers
tent. Thinking it would be good for a laugh,
he went inside and sat down.
"Ah....." said the woman as she gazed into
her crystal ball. "I see you are the father of
two children."
"That's what you think", said the man
scornfully. “I'm the father of
THREE children."
The woman grinned and said, "That's what
YOU think!"
"What ought to be done to the man who
invented the celebrating of (wedding)
anniversaries? Mere killing would be too
light."
--- Mark Twain
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A UNIQUE BOND !!!!
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the last time I had seen him was really
something".
Homer passed away on August 20, 2020, at
the age of 95.

A TOUCH OF MILITARY
HUMOUR FOR YOU . . .
Fifty-one years ago Herman James, a
Tennessee Mountain Man, was drafted by
the Army.
This photo, taken on December 8, 1943, on
Bougainville, Papua New Guinea, shows
PFC Homer J. Finley, Jr. (U.S. Marine
Corps) and his four-legged comrade
"Jack", a Belgian Shepherd of the 1st
Marine War Dog Platoon.
Together, Homer and Jack landed on
Bougainville and bravely fought against a
relentless enemy. During that short period,
they always looked after each other, which
created a special bond between them, but
Homer was then assigned to other duties,
and the two Marines were separated. Jack
was later wounded by a Japanese sniper
while carrying a vital message, but despite
his injury, he pursued his mission and
delivered the message.
At the end of the war, Homer returned to
the United States and was stationed at
Camp Lejeune in North Carolina. One day,
Homer was walking through the camp,
when suddenly, he saw Jack. As he
approached, another Marine told him:
"Well don't get too close to him because
nobody else can, he's vicious". Homer
replied: "If I know Jack, he won't bother me
one little bit".
As he opened the gate, the Belgian
Shepherd jumped into his arms, put his
paws on Homer's shoulders and licked his
face. Looking back on that reunion, the
WWII veteran said: "This kind of tears me
up when I think about it. The fact that he
remembered me close to two years from

On his first day in Basic, the Army issued
him a comb. That afternoon the Army
barber sheared off all his hair.
On his second day, the Army issued
Herman a toothbrush. That afternoon the
Army dentist yanked seven of his teeth.
On the third day, the Army issued him a
jock strap.
The Army has been looking for Herman for
51 years.
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“Oh, you’re a firefighter??
What do you make??
WHAT DO I MAKE?? I make holding your
hand seem like the biggest thing in the
world when I’m cutting you out of a car.
I make 5 minutes seem like a lifetime when
I go into a burning house to save your
family or your pets.
I make those annoying sirens seem like
angels when you need them.
I can make your children breathe when
they stop.
I can help you . . . survive a heart attack.
I make myself get out of bed at 3 am to risk
my life to save people I’ve never met.
Today I might make the ultimate sacrifice
to save your life.
I make a difference, what do you
make?”
Ponder this and BE THANKFUL if you
know a Firefighter, Paramedic, or an EMT!!!

YOU NEVER REALLY KNOW . . .
You never really know the true impact you
have on those around you.
You never know how much someone
needed that smile you gave them.
You never know how much your kindness
turned someone’s entire life around.
You never know now much someone
needed that long hug or deep talk.
So, don’t wait to be kind. Don’t wait for
someone else to be kind first. Don’t wait
for better circumstances or for someone to
change.
Just be kind, because you never know how
much someone needs it.

THE BUZZ
FROM YOUR
EDITOR MARDI . .
YES!! Our New Year 2021 is finally here!!
Hallelujah!! I believe that most of us – in fact
most of the world – is happy to see this new
year arrive!!!!
This January Buzz is again a little bit longer
than usual – I have found so many
interesting and humorous items that I have
enough to already start on our February
issue – so please bear with me Comrades. I
will try to keep it shorter next issue!!
Again, I mention that if you are a loyal Buzz
reader, you will notice that sometimes I
repeat an article or item. I do this only when I
feel that it deserves the repeat!! So please
continue to enjoy!
And Please Remember Comrades - Be Kind,
Be Calm and Be Safe! This is a BRAND NEW
YEAR and one that we just know will be a
Very Happy and Healthy One for All of Us!!
Your Editor
MARDI

